"determinative" figures and in reverse order. Thus the timetable remains constant to both cults, but the personnel involved shifts positions. The fact that the eleventh slot is completely blank7 in both cults will be dealt with below. The area critical to our purposes is shown in figure 3 . A brief review of selected publications demonstates the disputed meaning of hrjw rnpt. Fraser labeled it "new year's day" in his translation.8 Both G. Maspero and J. H. Breasted preferred to read the "five epagomenal days,"9 and this interpretation-that Hdt-hknw's mortuary cult obligations for Hathor included both I bht and the epagomenal days-prevailed for some decades in the scholarly literature.10
In 1960, however, E. Winter proposed an alternative interpretation for hrjw rnpt, prompted by what he saw as four serious problems connected to the original epagomenal days explanation:
1. If someone were truly assigned five such additional days of mortuary service, why was the corresponding field allotment not also increased?
7 Even the field-allotment box in the Hathor cult above should be corrected to an empty state, as per Sethe's second edition of Urk. I, 26,5; Fraser incorrectly filled it in with ?', "Early Tombs," pl. 4. Both of these topics-the first occurrence of the epagomenal days and how accurately the tomb wall table reflects an original document-revolve around and hinge upon the box labeled hriw rnpt and its arrangement (see fig. 3 ). The validity of the current scholarly consensus must now be examined by returning to Winter's original arguments for rejecting the appearance of the epagomenal days in Nj-k-C'nh 's table.
hrjw rnpt occurs in the Hathor
Winter's first point (that if hjw rnpt meant epagomenal days one would expect a corresponding increase in field allotment to the individual involved) is of course a logical one, but one wonders if such logic is applicable to the case at hand. Do we really know exactly how ? of fields breaks down into daily portions of produce and whether such an allotment could be issued at a slower or faster pace? It would seem that the daily portion or size of cultic offerings would depend on the wealth and standards of the cult involved rather than on a specific number of days (within specific limits of course). In short, we can judge neither the quality of the fields nor the ancient ideas of fair distribution. Thus who is to say that at Tehne ? of fields could render produce for thirty but not thirty-five days? This argument alone does not discount the rendering of hrjw rnpt as epagomenal days in Nj-k -'Cnh 's table.
Secondly, Winter points out the unique appearance of hrjw rnpt at the beginning of the year. One is faced with the choice of either explaining the situation or deducing an alternative reading of 9. Winter chose the latter course. I prefer, however, searching for an explanation instead of perhaps forcing a new meaning for the term.
Two points are worth noting here. The first is that Nj-k'-'nh's table would represent our earliest attestation of the epagomenal days (early Fifth Dynasty). One might well wonder, along with earlier scholars (see n. 10 above), whether the five days were originally counted at the beginning of the year and only later in the Old Kingdom moved to the end.22 Perhaps far more important, however, is the fact that we are dealing with a duty table, which by definition follows certain Egyptian standards of organization and symmetry.23 In other words, the problem is a graphic one, related to the arrangement of this particular duty roster. One hesitates to assign any special status to Nj-k -' nh's wife, Hdt-hknw,24 for while she does appear first with the hrjw rnpt in the Hathor table above, she appears last without them in the Hnw-k table below. Nevertheless, there is a significant difference between Nj-kD-'nh 's representation and all other duty rosters: he combines two tables in one. In avoiding any double assignments to his family (i.e., any person having to serve both Hathor and Hnw-k3 during the same month), Nj-k -'nh needed two tables which mirrored each other or ran in opposite directions. He could either keep the order of the list of individuals constant and reverse the monthly order or keep the monthly order constant and reverse the order of the list of individuals. He chose the latter system, thus maintaining a constant timetable and reversing the order of individuals to "fill the boxes" as needed. Is the occurrence of hrjw rnpt (as the epagomenal days) thus "locked" into position at the beginning of the year in both tables, since the monthly divisions had to remain fixed? < TIME 
III
We now turn to the question of to what extent Nj-k 3-n's duty table and inscriptions represent an original papyrus legal document. Egyptian papyrus documents, both royal and private, were often converted to stone for a number of purposes: as a sort of "publication," to render them more permanent or even to honor the owner of the monument on which they were carved.30 Most often, the carved version reflects the arrangement of the papyrus original.31
In section II above, we saw that most authors have followed Winter's interpretation of hrjw rnpt. Helck, in his admirable Altagyptische Aktenkunde, has taken Winter's point one step further in claiming that several alterations, both intentional rearrangements and paraphrases and copyist errors, are present in Nj-k3-cnh's table. Hence it would not entirely reflect an original papyrus document. I argue below that the whole table could well represent the appearance of Nj-k,-'h 's original legal decree. We will first examine the alleged copyist errors in the table and then move on to the argument for intentional rearrangements and paraphrases.
In the case of the Hathor cult table, Helck argues that the ancient artist has mistakenly placed the figure of .Hdt-hknw one box too far to the right. This initial right-hand box should have remained empty to correspond to the generic headings of year and field divisions which introduce the table (see the drawing of this area, fig. 3 ). Moreover, according to Helck, each of the nine children who follow Hdt-hknw is also one box too far to the right. This then would account for the eleventh box being left blank (in all the corresponding sections of both tables above and below) by the artist before adding the last three individuals who were presumably not members of Nj-k -Cnh's family. As nonfamily members, they were excluded from the uppermost There are several problems with the above interpretation. The first, and of course most important, is that if we follow the points presented above in section II of this paper, hrjw rnpt does not represent a generic label like 3ht but rather the five epagomenal days. As such, they cannot be left merely floating in space at the front of the table but must be assigned to an individual. After all, the cults of Hathor (above) and Hnw-k (below) needed attendance during these five days just as they did at any other time of the year.34 The hrjw rnpt make perfect sense in their present location in 32 It should be noted that Fraser's drawing of the 34 Cf. Posener-Krieger and de Cenival, The Abu wall mistakenly added =' to the "fields box" in the Sir Papyri, pls. 5-7, for examples of assignments otherwise blank column between the second and during the epagomenal days no different from those third months of smw, see n. 6 above.
of the rest of the year. 33 Helck, Altenkunde, fig. 25 . 
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"Royal document scribe," depending on whether he is shown near his mother or father, respectively, from whose separate lines he inherited both positions.39 In his capacity of hm-ntr (for the month of III smw), Hfm-hwt-hr received the additional proviso (text E): "rHis portion is (zp.f)1?40 meat and one-tenth of everything which enters the temple as special offerings." The argument for leaving a box blank in order to separate family members from nonfamily members thus collapses, for the men on both sides of the blank box are family members, and the horizontal identifying text above does not physically cover all of Nj-k 3-'n 's children.
In brief summary, then, no reason remains to suggest any copyist errors are present in Nj-k -'nh's table or that the original document/ Vorlage looked any different from the tomb wall version. The epagomenal days (hrjw rnpt) are right where they belong, assigned to an individual rather than floating free in space; no uncharacteristic blank space in the upper right hand corner was ever present to distort the arrangement; and all family members are found in the boxes they were originally intended to occupy. We may conclude therefore from the evidence analyzed thus far that Nj-k -'nh's duty table was an accurately carved version of an original papyrus representation, free from errors of transmission.
Why then, after all, was the box between II-III smw left blank if all the figures are in their correct columns? Any number of explanations may be put forward, but undue speculation serves little purpose. Perhaps the simplest solution is to posit the death of a son at some point before the completion of Nj-k' -'n 's tomb. (fig. 7) .43 Finally, Helck maintains that the duty rosters themselves, i.e., the representations and actual divisions of monthly service and fields, do reflect original documents.
IV
Once again we will argue for what we consider to be a far simpler interpretation, namely that all the elements of Nj-k -' nh's table represent a single, complete papyrus document converted with its original arrangement retained, into a carved stone
